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PRIMARY INSTRUCTION 

Lesson No. 4 

PART I 

THE PURPOSE OF THE BRIDGE TO SPIRITUAL FREEDOM 

The Mighty Ascended Master known as El Morya, in 
His great Love and Compassion, and desiring to assist the 
Ascended Master Saint Germain to bring forth FREEDOM 
more quickly to the Earth, went to the God Parents of our Solar 
System, Beloved Helios and Vesta, and presented His Plans as 
to how this might be accomplished. He was granted permis 
sion to bring forth THE BRIDGE TO SPIRITUAL FREEDOM 
publications (At its inception it was known as THE BRIDGE 
TO FREEDOM, Inc.) and endeavor to bring to the attention of 
more of mankind the Ascended Master Laws governing Life, 
and the understanding that there is a Divine Hierarchy of 
living, breathing Beings Who desire to walk and talk with 
mankind once again. 

The Ascended Master El Morya is a great exponent of 
the FIRST RAY or Department of Life, which is also known as 
the Blue Ray of Power. He, and Those Who serve on the First 
Ray, are the Ones Who first receive the Di vine Ideas from the 
Heart and Mind of God and pass them on to Their fellow - 
workers , in both the ascended and unascended realms. This 
means that They are the instigators or 'pioneers' of new 
movements and ideas which, to a great extent, are usually 
resisted in the beginning by the mass of mankind. 

The Ascended Masters El Morya and Kuthumi are the 
Great Beings Who brought forth the Theosophical Movement 
and the knowledge of the Ascended Masters and Their activi 
ties to the people of the Western World. 

Many people do not have the courage to dare to be 
different from their fellowmen and accept new ideas with 
their different ways of thinking and living, but prefer to 
wait on the side lines until these ideas are accepted by more 
of mankind. It takes strong, bold, determined individuals to 
present new ideas and stand staunchly by them in the face of 
ridicule and resistance, but those on the First Ray have the 
qualities necessary to give such service. 

The Ascended Masters and the Angels walked and 
talked with mankind in the early days of the Earth when 
Perfection reigned here, and only ceased to do so when 
mankind created the veil of human creation which, like a 
fog, prevented the continuation of this conscious commun 
ion. Now, the Ascended Host of Light are but waiting for that 
human creation to be dissolved and transmuted in order 
that They may once again walk and talk with the people of 
the Earth. 

Since mankind created that which shuts out the 
counsel and guidance of the Ascended Masters, it is now 
their responsibility to dissolve and transmute the human 
effluvia to the point where the Ascended Masters' Instruc 
tion can be given to them in person. Until that time, 
however, it is necessary that They use a PHYSICAL CHANNEL 
to form a BRIDGE between the Divine Realms and the Earth 
over which the Law can be presented. 

For many years, the Ascended Master El Morya trained 
an individual who was qualified by a similar service in ages 
past, to be such a "Bridge'. or 'Contact' between the Ascended 
Masters and the people; one who could receive the New Ideas 
and Plans which the Great White Brotherhood desired to 
bring forth for the blessing of the Earth and its evolutions, 
and who would have the strength and fidelity to present them 
to the people - thus enabling them to cooperate in bringing 
protection, freedom, and blessings to themselves and all life. 
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At the close of 1951, a COSMIC FIAT went forth for 
the Earth to emit more Light! In April of 1952, in accordance 
with the Ascended Master El Marya's plan, the first issue of 
"THE BRIDGE", a monthly magazine came forth - giving 
mankind detailed instruction from the Ascended Host of 
Light which had never before been given to mankind 
except to the few who were able to gain entrance into the 
Retreats of the Ascended Masters. Through Beloved El 
Marya's tireless efforts and drive of energy, and the purity 
of the 'Contact' who relayed His Messages - and those of other 
Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings, the Archangels and 
the Elohim - tremendous assistance has been given to the 
earth and its people. 

In 1951, at the Winter Council of the Great White 
Brotherhood held at the Rocky Mountain Retreat in Wyo 
ming, U.S.A., because of certain Cosmic changes coming, not 
only to our Earth, but to the entire System to which the Earth 
belongs, the Cosmic Edict was given that the Earth must not 
only emit more Light to sustain itself in the Solar System, 
but that this must be accomplished within a twenty year 
period. With such a short period of time in which to accom 
plish that which had not been done in millions of years, 
every Ascended Master and Cosmic Being was required to 
'step-up' Their ac trv i t i e s along every line, and in turn, 
Their students here on Earth are required to do the same 
thing. 

The Great White Brotherhood has met for aeons of 
time in certain Retreats of the Ascended Masters each thirty 
days, as we count time, to enable certain Divine Qualities 
which have been drawn there to be sent forth to assist 
mankind, but when there is a CONSCIOUS FOCUS on the 
Earth - which means an individual in physical embodiment 
who knows of these meetings - then the service given to 
mankind can be without limit. 

It was through the efforts of our Beloved El Marya 
that the knowledge of the Retreat in which the Great White 
Brotherhood was meeting during each thirty-day period 
was given to the students of THE BRIDGE TO SPIRITUAL FREE 
DOM. This enabled the students to consciously draw forth that 
particular quality into their own localities and lend their 
energies at the time it is needed, and not years or centuries 
after the need had passed. The students are privileged and 
blessed indeed to know RIGHT NOW in which Retreat the 
Ascended Masters are meeting, what they are desirous of 
doing for mankind at the present time, and thus make a 
BRIDGE OF ENERGY from the Divine Realm to the human 
realm, over which the Light and Love of the Realms of 
Perfection can become part of the worlds of those evolving 
upon the planet Earth. 

It is a Cosmic Law that the Ascended Masters are only 
permitted to do certain things for mankind according to the 
amount ot ENERGY RELEASED by mankind - harmoniously 
qualified - that can be amplified and sent back to help them. 
Since mankind are the beneficiaries, the Law requires that 
they must DO SOMETHING about helping to set themselves 
free; for what the Ascended Ones do FOR mankind must be 
done THROUGH them! 

So many times, people forget God when everything 
seems to be going all right - remembering Him only when 
they are in great distress of mind, body, or feelings. If each 
one were to ask himself what he DOES give to God to be 
amplified and given back: to him, it would be quite a revela 
tion. 

Such marvelous instruction has come forth through 
THE BRIDGE TO SPIRITUAL FREEDOM, and so many wonderful 
things are being done for the Earth and its people, that it is 
difficult to even begin to name them. 
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Great effort has been made to help individuals feel that the 
Ascended Ones are really and truly our Elder Brothers, that 
they do not stand in awe of Them, but in dignity, love and 
reverence, COOPERATE WITH THEM! When you understand a 
thing, you cease to fear it, and everything has been done 
to help the earnest student learn the Laws of his own Life, 
apply them, and to stand upon his own two feet; and to LOVE 
- and not fear - the activities that God and His Messengers 
bring. 

As happens so many times when the Truth and Light 
come forth to help humanity, those who oppose the ex 
pansion of the Light, and others for various reasons, seek to 
belittle the service given. For the seeker on the Path to 
Victorious Living, it requires great discrimination in order 
to recognize Truth through the many facets purporting to 
be direct channels of the Ascended Masters. In this regard, 
the seeker should ask God for direction and enlightenment, 
and then be at peace and follow the directives of the God Self. 

THE BRIDGE TO SPIRITUAL FREEDOM and all those who 
are assisting in its expansion bless all who can and will truly 
assist mankind in any way, but THE BRIDGE TO SPIRITUAL 
FREEDOM is not affiliated with any other group or activity of 
this nature. While other activities may use the word 'Bridge' 
in their titles, they are not, in any way, affiliated with this 
Organization. This, of course, excludes those groups who are 
dedicated 'BRIDGE TO SPIRITUAL FREEDOM' students and use 
our name in association with their group activities. 

As Representative of the WILL OF GOD, the 
Ascended Master El Morya is Hierarch of the Temple of 
God's Will at Darjeeling, India, which He maintains as a 
Retreat for Himself and His Brotherhood. His color is Sap 
phire Blue; and His Keynote is found in the music of 
'Pomp and Circumstance' (Land of Hope and glory) by 
Sir Edward Elgar. El Morya was embodied as the Wise Man, 

Melchior, at the time of the Birth of Jesus; and He was also 
the legendary King Arthur of the famous Round Table Court. 
At the time of King Henry VIII of England, El Morya was the 
brilliant Sir Thomas More. His last embodiment was that of 
Thomas Moore, the Irish poet, who gave us so many beautiful 
words in the songs 'The Last Rose of Summer', 'Believe me if 
all those endearing young charms', and many others. 

EL MORYA'S RETREAT AT DARJEELING, INDIA 

The Ascended Master El Morya, exponent of the First 
Ray, has His Retreat or Focus of God's DIVINE WILL estab 
lished in the foothills of the great Himalayan Mountains. It 
is a magnificent white palace approached by a winding 
road which leads to the front entrance. From the palace steps 
one can look out upon the grandeur of the Himalayan Moun 
tains, rising, crest after crest, into the distance. Within the 
palace, on one side of the entrance hall, El Morya has a 
large comfortable drawing-room wherein He entertains 
friends and students from time to time. A lovely garden may 
be seen surrounding the palace as we look upon them 
from a vantage point within the room. El Morya and 
Kuthumi often play upon the rosewood piano which is situ 
ated so that the player may look out upon the garden and 
the inspiring Himalayas beyond. A fire is kept burning 
steadily in the grate, tended by faithful servants so that even 
when the Master is not present, there is always a living 
flame in this comfortable and beautiful room for the pleas 
ure and inspiration of His visitors and guests. 

At the other side of the entrance hall is the Council 
Chamber wherein El Morya discusses with students and 
lifestreams of influence in the world of men, certain plans 
designed to further the fulfillment of God's Will on the Earth. 
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In the entrance hall itself, is a replica of the Taj 
Mahal which was builded centuries ago by His Beloved 
Brother of Light, Kuthumi, with whom El Morya has served 
for many embodiments in furthering the Cause of God's 
Will on this Earth. The impression created by this blessed 
Ascended Master in His Home and Retreat is a combination of 
'homey' comfort and exquisite taste. 

The actual Temple Room is exquiste indeed! The Altar 
which holds the focus of the Sacred fire qualified with 
the desire to do GOD'S WILL, is composed of exquisite blue 
Sapphires and Diamonds; the carpeting is electric blue; and 
the windows are of the finest stained glass - depicting 
scenes from the lives of El Morya. The color of these windows 
is predominantly blue, and the scenes include the Magi 
following the Star to Bethlehem; the Knights on the Crusade 
to Jerusalem; and the figure playing upon the harp so 
famous at Tara; Saint Francis feeding the birds; and a 
scene in Ireland near the Lakes of Killarney; as well as many 
other representations which are unfamiliar to the mankind 
of this day. There is one window dedicated to the Elohim 
Hercules, and another to Archangel Michael - both of whom 
serve with El Mory a on the First Ray. There are five 
windows yet to be finished - indicating future activities of 
this great Lord of Love. 

El Morya is the Great Being Whose responsibility is 
the guardianship and evolution of the Asiatic Continent and 
its people, as well as the supervision of the governments of 
the world. This great Ascended Master is representative of all 
that is majestic, dignified, and exquisite - not only in the 
Realms of Life Eternal, but wherever He chooses to give His 
attention. 

Since the days of King Arthur, the GRAIL and great 
DIAMOND SPEAR which are symbolic of the two activies 
embodied within the Will of God, have been in El Morya's 

possession. THE GRAIL signifies the consciousness upheld 
into which is poured the Divine Will along with the inspira 
tion of the Divine Plan to manifest this Will of God. The 
SPEAR SIGNIFIES THE PROJECTING FORTH OF THE ENERGY 
INTO action and ACCOMPLISHMENT. In the East, many have 
completed the action of the Grail, but it is to the West that the 
Great Ones look for the manifestation of the Spear in the 
actual projecting of God's Will through the energies of each 
lifestream on the Earth. 

This Retreat magnetizes, sustains, and radiates forth 
the positive consciousness of God's Will into the atmosphere 
of Earth, and counteracts the negative acceptance that the 
distortion created by man is God's Will. From this Temple, 
Faith in the GOODNESS of God's Will is constantly pouring 
forth like rays from the sun into the feelings, minds and 
worlds of mankind. The desire to do God's Will stimulates the 
expansion of the Christ Light within every man. This is the 
service of El Morya and the Brotherhood of God's Will who 
sustain that Flame at Darjeeling. 

In consciousness, enter often into the Home and Re 
treat of El Morya. Sit by the fire in His drawing-room; absorb 
the radiation of His Faith and desire to promote the expres 
sion of God's Kingdom on Earth. Remember, FEW Know of His 
Retreat. FEW know of His service. FEW are invited into His 
Home and Presence. YOU ARE AMONG THOSE FEW! Remember 
that what you DO with the opportunity given will determine 
the blessings yet to come! 

DISCOURSE: THE ASCENDED MASTER EL MORYA 

"Greetings, Blessings, Love, Light, Freedom, Hope, 
Courage, Strength, Vitality, and Fire from Darjeeling to the 
sons and daughters of men everywhere upon the planet 
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Earth, to the Elemental Kingdom, the Angelic Host, the Cosmic 
Beings, the Ascended Masters and all, who have turned their 
consciousness and attention toward the heart of India, and 
who choose to voluntarily open the doors of the Will and 
Nature of the Godhead. 

I speak to all mankind everywhere! It is the Fiat from 
the Heart of Creation that the WILL OF GOb SHALL NOW 
MANIFEST through your life, your energies, your senses. I 
speak these words into the mental and feeling worlds of this 
planet; into the groaning substance of this dark Star; into 
every appearance which enfolds an earnest son or daughter 
of the Kingdom who has forgotten the Di vine Destiny of God 
Mastery: 

The WILL OF GOD is GOOD! The WILL OF GOD is for 
a free people! The WILL OF GOD is that the axis of the Earth 
shall be straightened; that the extremes of climate shall be 
mercifully blended. The WILL OF GOD is that every man, 
from within himself, shall draw forth the substance and 
supply that which is the need and requirement of his every 
day existence. The WILL OF GOD is that disease, death, poverty, 
limitation, and unbalance of mind and body shall be no 
more; that impurity, viciousness and unkindness shall die; 
that elemental Light shall again shine; that the Earth shall 
take on the hues of iridescent Beauty which it had when it 
came forth from the bodies of the Elohim. The WILL OF GOD is 
that there shall be no veil between man and God, and that 
Angels, Devas, and all God-free Beings shall walk and talk as 
freely with the evolutions of the Earth as they now talk with 
each other. 

form he wears becomes the magnificent perfection pre 
ordained and destined for each lifestream. 

It is time that the WILL OF GOD be impressed with 
such strength and power into the consciousness of mankind 
that there can no longer be any dallying in the shadows nor 
acceptance of limitation as part of this great Universal First 
Cause. Those in unascended bodies, interested in sending 
forth, at least five minutes at a time, three times a day, the 
following strong, powerful thought (and spoken word if 
possible) will be MYSELF IN ACTION! 

The WILL OF GOD is GOOD! 
The WILL OF GOD is LIGHT! 
The WILL OF GOD is HAPPINESS! 
The WILL OF GOD is PEACE! 
The WILL OF GOD is PURITY! 
The WILL OF GOD is BALANCE! 
The WILL OF GOD is KINDNESS! 

I have stood for many centuries while man and his 
teachers have prattled about the WILL OF GOD and the submis 
sion to circumstance. THAT SHALL CEASE TO BE! Within Life 
is the Power of Mastery, and within My full-gathered 
Cosmic Momentum is the pressure and assurance of Faith in 
the fulfillment of that Will!" 

(Here appropriate music may be played while the 
attention is focused on the Ascended Master El Morya and His 
activities concerning the Will of God. Suggested music is 
"Pomp and Ci r cu m s ta nc e" (Elgar) and "Believe me if all those 
endearing young charms".) 

This is the WILL OF GOD - the lame to be made whole; the 
sick to rise; the diseased to become filled with ease and 
balance - each one entering into the deep recesses of his 
heart, facing his own Supreme Divinity, seeing It face to face, 
and becoming so enamored of Its Light that the externalized 
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PART II 

THE ARCHANGEL MICHAEL 

Of the Seven Mighty Archangels who are the 
Messengers of God, the best known is the Lord Archangel, 
Prince Michael, who is the Archangel of Faith, Protection, 
and Deliverance from evil. Countless prayers to Him, with 
their immediate response, have drawn Him close to the 
people of Earth. 

With golden hair, magnificent blue eyes, and an ap 
pearance of splendor, confidence, and Faith in God, Lord 
Michael has responded so often to the requirements of the 
people upon the Earth who are in distress of soul, mind, and 
body. He, of His own free will, chose to become Guardian of 
the Faith of man in his God at the very beginning of 
mankind's embodiment upon the Earth. His Presence, or 
that one of His Celestial Helpers, sweeps Earthward to give 
assistance to anyone in distress who desires His help. 

Lord Michael's Temple is located in the Canadian 
Rocky Mountains in the vicinity of Banff, Alberta. It is now 
an Etheric Temple, although long ages ago, it was physically 
manifest on Earth. It is circular in shape; of tremendous 
proportions; and has four entrances - one at each of the 
cardinal points of the compass. The temple is made of a 
beautiful golden substance encrusted with magnificent 
blue sapphires, and upon its dome stands a representation of 
Lord Michael. 

When the first group of lifestreams came forth to 
inhabit the Earth, Lord Michael accompanied them as their 
Guardian. Many centuries later, after the advent of the 
'laggards' from other Stars, who brought with them their 
shadows of discord, Archangel Michael and His Angelic Host 
withdrew more and more to this Temple of Faith which had 
been created from the substance of Earth. 

(~ 
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From this Focus, He and His legions have continued to 
guard, protect and serve mankind. Before the human 
creation emanated from the people, it was man's natural 
estate to walk and talk, serve and accept counsel from the 
Angelic Hosts and Their Directors. From all parts of the 
Earth, the people came to receive the powerful radiance of 
this great Archangel, finding there new strength to con 
tinue in their respective service - filling their souls with 
His Faith in the ultimate expression of God's Kingdom of 
Heaven on Earth. 

From this Etheric Temple, Archangel Michael's Help 
ers constantly go forth on missions of protection, mercy, 
redemption and salvation. From the Temple, the Ray of 
absolute unswerving Faith in God continues to radiate forth 
through the emotional, mental, etheric, and physical sub 
stance of the planet and its attendant evolutions. In this 
temple at night, in their finer bodies, come all who seek to 
be liberators of the race from disease, soul-weariness, and 
all manner of human limitation - finding new courage and 
strength to continue with their chosen service to the Earth. 

When an individual makes the conscious call to Arch 
angel Michael and His Legions of angels, They answer and 
assist mankind from the pressures which have fastened 
themselves upon them and which live on their very life. 
Some of these mass pressures (called mass entities) are of 
tremendous size and accumulated energy. An individual 
alone who becomes caught in the pressure of such an entity 
by connecting with it through a similar thought and feel 
ing, has not enough sp ir'itu a l vitality, wisdom, strength, or 
courage to extricate himself from such viciousness, but if 
such an individual will call to Archangel Michael for His 
help to cut them free from such energy, He and His Legions 
will come and give assistance. Your conscious call for such 
assistance is imperative - and when sincerely given, always 
brings results. 
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Individuals who pass through the change called 
'death' still carry with them all their imperfect tendencies 
and habits of thought and feeling. Your calls to Lord 
Michael to HELP THEM will cut them free on the 'other side' 
and enable them to go into a higher 'schoolroom' for in 
struction. 

It will give tremendous assistance to each· one who 
reads or hears this if, entering sleep at night, the 
attention is turned to the temple of Faith and Protection. 
Here ask Lord Michael to CUT YOU FREE from the causes and 
cores of your various distresses and limitations, and all that 
BINDS YOU. This will enable the Power of Light to more 
quickly enter your world and bring you the perfection 
your heart desires. 

DISCOURSE: ARCHANGEL MICHAEL 

"Beloved friends, sometime, someplace, somewhere, 
either on this or on some other planet of the system, or in 
any if the Inner spheres, each created intelligence must 
come to a point where there is a SURRENDER of the INTEL 
LECT, of the FEELINGS, and of the SENSES to the God self! It 
is the service of Those who serve with Me, the Defenders of 
the Faith, to keep alive the Faith in God within the hearts 
and souls of men; the Faith in their own Divine Destiny - 
which knowledge should raise them above the limitations 
in which they are now submerged. It is to intensify and 
expand the Faith that the Legions of My Kingdom constantly 
breathe upon the soul-Light of men, and in that breathing, 
give something of Ourselves, something of Our Nature, 
which service enables men to 'keep on keeping on!" 
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MICAH: ANGEL OF UNITY 

There is a great Angelic Being about whom the 
people of Earth know very little. He is the Beloved Micah, 
the Angel of Unity. It was He who led the Children of Israel 
out of the wilderness with His manifestations of the cloud 
by day and the pillar of fire by night. Micah is the Cosmic 
Son of the Archangel Michael, and like His Illustrious 
Parent, His Service is an integral part of the First Ray Ac 
tivities. This Service, as His name implies, is directed 
toward the unification of all peoples necessary for the 
manifestation of each individual Divine Plan and that of the 
planet Earth. In July 1965, Beloved Micah offered His 
Services to the Hierarchy as the ensouling spiritual Entity 
of THE BRIDGE TO SPIRITUAL FREEDOM (formerly known as 
THE BRIDGE TO FREEDOM ACTIVITY), in which capacity He is 
now the Guardian Presence of this Ascended Master Activity 
and holds the cup through which all Instruction given 
through this channel will be enfolded in His Love and Pro 
tection. 

DISCOURSE: MICAH - ANGEL OF UNITY 

"There must be Unity of Purpose in the hearts of all 
upon this planet in order to outpicture the Plan of Perfection 
which is ordained to manifest hereon. I do not wish to 
indicate that this is a monotonous performance of so 
called duties, but the various Rays of Perfection, all express 
ing there magnificent God Virtues, shall express through 
mankind - blending together to expand the Borders of the 
Kingdom of Heaven at all times - emitting Light where the 
shroud of effluvia now wraps itself. 

"Oh, the glorious Unity which shall continue as a 
result of your avowed Service with us causes the Flame of 
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Gratitude to well within My Being, since it is My great 
privilege to be the- Heart of Unity, and to witness My 
humble Service to the Light and Life express so beautifully 
is almost overwhelming. Would that I might be able to 
convey to you what UNITY OF PURPOSE, in God's Name, 
means individually. To learn to be obedient to Heaven's law 
and function at all times from the Heart of the 'I AM', 
results in such a glorious experience that there are no 
words to describe it to you. 

"UNITY is ONENESS, and oneness with God is the Goal 
which all must and shall one day attain. I say to you in all 
the Power and Conviction of My Being, why wait for the 
tomorrows to enjoy this bliss and to fulfill your purpose on 
Earth, when all it requires is submission to God-forgetting - 
discarding forever the audacious idea that the little self 
is of any consequence. Call to Me, Micah, for I have dedicated 
My energies, and shall continue to do so until all the 
peoples of this planet are in harmonious accord. 

"I shall always dwell within you, for "I AM" the Spirit 
of Unity, and I enfold all your vehicles in My Mantle of 
Light; so please, in the future, do not brush My Garment 
aside, for I shall make you aware of My privileged service so 
that you may more quickly become one in consciousness 
and purpose with Us AT ALL TIMES!" 

HERCULES: THE MIGHTY ELOHIM OF THE FIRST RAY 
AMAZON: HIS DIVINE COMPLEMENT 

The Elohim Hercules and His Divine Complement, Lady 
Amazon, were the first to accept the opportunity of assisting 
the God-parents of this System, Helios and Vesta, to create 
the planet Earth out of primal Life Essence. When They 
answered the call of Helios and Vesta, these two great Beings, 
looking upon the God Design, said: "We WILL to help in the 
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creation of the Earth as a planetary home for generation yet 
unborn from the Heart of God". Preceding all constructive 
creation, must come the WILL TO DO accompanied by the 
strength to accomplish that which is designed to "widen the 
borders of the Father's Kingdom". Hercules and Amazon 
represent that Mighty Blue Flame of Strength, Power, and 
the WILL TO DO. Calling on Them to enfold you in Their 
Protection, Strength and Power, will draw Their mighty 
assistance into your world and your affairs, for no force 
ever opposes the Mighty Hercules! 

DISCOURSE: ELOHIM-HERCULES 

"In the Name of God, I bring you the FIRE OF HERCULES! 
"I AM" the Elohim who embodies the WILL TO DO! "I AM" 
the Elohim of DECISION - and God spare Me the vacillating 
man! Everything that has ever been accomplished on the 
plane of Earth, or any other plane, has been accomplished 
by men and women of Decision; by Angels, Elementals, and 
Devas of Decision; by Beings Who have voluntarilly chosen 
to combine the energies of Their lives with the WILL TO DO. 
Without that WILL TO DO, there is no permanence of accom 
plishment. 

"Preceding all action, preceding all manifestation, 
there must be the WILL TO DO within the consciousness. 
In this Universal Scheme, it is My privilege and honor to 
embody the Fire of Enthusiasm and the WILL TO DO that 
which God intends. It is My joy, My privilege and honor to 
bring to you the pressure of My Love and the Flame of My 
Heart; to expand upon .your foreheads My Presence, Con 
sciousness, and the WILL TO DO that which God intends. 

"Are you content with what you are; with what you 
manifest today? Are you content with half a loaf when you 
could have a full one? Are you content to live in limitation 
and bodies of decay? IT IS WHAT YOU WILL that you MANI 
FEST! 
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THE SEVEN STEPS TO PRECIPITATION 

FIRST: Preceding all manifestation comes the desire, the 
DECISION and WILL TO DO. Preceding all activities in the outer 
world of form, you first desire and then make a decision to 
use your life in endeavoring to externalize some pattern or 
plan. I represent that activity to the Elohim. 

SECOND: Following Me, the Mighty Elohim Cassiopeia gives 
the Gift of PERCEPTION (ILLUMINATION), the capacity to 
cognize the idea; to grasp it; to meditate upon it; and to draw 
forth the ways and means which will enable you to bring 
it most quickly and satisfactorily into form. 

THIRD: After you have perceived, We come to the service of 
the Mighty Elohim Orion and DIVINE LOVE - the Power of 
Cohesion which draws the unformed into form. This is the 
power which draws primal life into the pattern or idea 
held in mind and sustains it there as long as desired. 

FOURTH: Then comes the activity of the Mighty Elohim of 
PURITY, Claire. His action is to hold steady the clarified 
picture - not distorting it by any opinion or desire of the 
outer self - being a pure, clean pane of glass, as it were, 
through which that perfect idea is drawn down as a matrix 
and then filled in with Light Substance and perfected. 

FIFTH: Next comes the activity of the Elohim VISTA (Cyclopea) 
holding the CONCENTRATION (and CONSECRATION) of the 
energies until the design is completed. His service is that 
which enables the mind to hold the pattern and not fly off 
at a tangent to some other plan; the channelling of the en 
ergies; and holding the pattern until completed. 

SIXTH: For the purpose of Precipitation, the activities of the 
Sixth and Seventh Rays are inverted - and the Mighty 
Elohim ARCTURUS comes in with the use of the VIOLET FIRE, 
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the RHYTHM OF INVOCATION and PRECISION, the planning, 
the filing, the smoothing, perfecting the symmetry of the 
form. 

SEVENTH: When it is all but completed, the ac trv rt y of the 
Elohim of Peace (Tranquility) takes the form, increasing 
it in beauty, harmony and service; SEALING it within His 
flame of Cosmic Christ Peace. This enables the creation to be 
permanently sustained. 

Everything which is created in Heaven's Realm 
immediately begins to expand into greater perfection and 
service. This is just the opposite of your activities on Earth 
where as soon as something is born or created, it begins to 
disintegrate and decay unless by conscious knowledge and 
use of the Law, some selfconscious intelligence definitely 
commands it sustained by conscious decree. 

Follow our procedure through for the pr e c ip i t at io n 
into form of some constructive idea or thing which you 
desire to manifest; first, of course, asking your Holy Christ 
Self within you to give you the picture of the perfect pattern 
of that which you desire to manifest. That which a man 
WILLS - HE SHALL HA VE; for the WILL is the magnetic power 
of the Godhead in the heart which does invoke and bring to 
man that which he desires. I fire you today with the reali 
zation that what you WILL to be, YOU WILL BE! What you 
WILL to manifest, MUST COME, for it is the Law! 

Remembering HERCULES as you go forward, please do 
not accept such great limitation in your individual selves, 
when you know that it only requires the exercise of the 
WILL within you to draw forth ALL - ALL THAT YOU 
REQUIRE! Say often: "I WILL TO BE GOD-FREE! In the Name 
and by the Power of Hercules, I WILL TO BE GOD-MASTER! I 
WILL TO BE GOD INCARNATE!" and you will be Myself in 
ACTION! 
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THE PEOPLE OF THE FIRST RAY 

There are approximately three and one-half billion 
people in embodiment on the planet Earth at one time, and 
there are about ten billion who use the Earth as a school 
room; and each one of these billions belongs to ONE of the 
Seven Rays or departments of Life. That means that they 
have an affinity for the particular qualities, talents, and 
attributes represented by one of the seven major depart 
ments of life and having built a momentum along that line, 
feel happy and comfortable when they are around people 
and vibrations similar to their own. 

The First Ray people are much easier to recognize 
than are those of other Rays for they usually have limitless 
energy and strength, and are the ones who "get things 
done". They like ACTION; are born rulers and executives; 
and are capable managers of various activities. In the more 
undeveloped individual on the First Ray, their push and 
drive of energy can sometimes become unpleasant. 

Those individuals who are in need of energy and 
strength and Faith in God and Good, shall call to the Great 
Beings on the First Ray - especially the Ascended Master El 
Morya, the Archangel Michael, and the Elohim Hercules and 
His Divine Complement, Amazon, and draw into themselves 
the energizing Blue Ray - frequently using the statement: 
"I AM" the Strength of Hercules; "I AM" my limitless 
Strength and Energy; and therefore I never get tired!" 

Here appropriate music may be played while the at 
tention is focused on the activities of the First (or Blue) Ray; 
the Ascended Master El Morya; the Great Archangel Michael; 
and the Mighty Hercules and Amazon - accepting Their 
mighty energizing Rays of Light and Love. 
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PART III 

GROUP DECREEING 

In the Name of the Presence of God which "I AM", and 
that of all mankind, we invoke Your Presence, Beloved 
Archangel Michael and Your Legions of Light - to CUT US 
FREE (3X) from all human creation in, through, around, or 
driven against us; all imperfect habits and tendencies; and 
replace them with Ascended Master Purity, Harmony, and 
Perfection. 

We ask you to meet our own loved ones when they 
pass through the change called "death" and CUT THEM FREE 
from their human creation; take them to the Inner Temples 
that have been prepared, and help them,,, achieve their As 
cension as quickly as possible. 

Give Your assistance NOW to CUT FREE every part of 
life in this city, state, country, and throughout the whole 
planet from all evil tendencies, and CHARGE into ALL MAN 
KIND Your Faith in the Goodness of God, and help them to 
make conscious effort to fulfill their Divine Plan. We thank 
You. 

Beloved Mighty Victorious Presence of God - "I AM" 
in us, and Beloved Micah, Angel of Unity; BLAZE (3X) Your 
Mighty Cosmic Flame and Substance Of Unity in, through 
and around us, THE BRIDGE TO SPIRITUAL FREEDOM, and all 
mankind - eternally sustained. Beloved Micah, we pour forth 
our deepest Love and Gratitude to you for Your Service in 
ensouling the Spiritual Entity of the BRIDGE TO SPIRITUAL 
FREEDOM. Enfold us in Your Cosmic Essence of UNITY so that, 
in our every endeavor, we may prove ourselves worthy of 
Your Love and Service to us and to all life everywhere. 
Expand through us and THE BRIDGE TO SPIRITUAL FREEDOM 
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Your great Quality of UNITY. That through our devotion to 
its Virtue, all constructive activities throughout this planet 
may be expanded to produce God Perfection everywhere 
and thus hasten the establishment of the Permanent Golden 
Age of Freedom upon the Earth. This we ask in God's Most 
Holy Name - "I AM"! 

Beloved Presence of God - "I AM" in us and Archangel 
Michael, enfold us now and forever in the Victorious 
Flame of COSMIC CHRIST FAITH in the reality, Protection 
and Perfection of Almighty God. Let this Flame BLAZE around 
us - transmuting instantly all that is not FAITH IN GOD, 
in everyone, everything, everywhere "I AM" today and for 
ever; and we consciously accept this MANIFEST ( 3X ) 
right now with full power! 

Beloved Mighty Victorious Presence of God - "I AM" 
in us, and Mighty Hercules; CHARGE (3X) us and all in the 
Service of the Light with your Limitless Strength and En 
ergy, Courage and Power, and Invincible Cosmic Christ 
Protection, Victory and Supply of every good thing, includ 
ing money, that we require to win our VICTORY in the 
LIGHT OF GOD THAT NEVER FAILS. Keep it eternally sus 
tained, all-powerfully active and ever-expanding, and see 
that it is never re-qualified by the human consciousness. 
We consciously accept this MANIFEST (3X) right now with 
full power! 
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PART IV 

OUTLINE FOR CLASS DIRECTORS 

1. THREE CANDLES 

The three candles should be lighted by the leader 
BEFORE the students arrive. Soft music should be played for 
at least half an hour before class commences and students 
should maintain SILENCE and absorb the radiation. 

2. INVOCATION 

After greeting the students, the director gives a short 
visualization, and then follows this with the Invocation: 

Dearly Beloved Presence of God "I AM", the Source of 
all that is - everywhere present - anchored within each 
one of our hearts and the hearts of all mankind, we love 
and adore You! We acknowledge You to be the Owner and 
Giver of our Life, our Intelligence, our Substance, our ALL! 
Seal us in Your Light and Love and Power of Victorious Ac 
complishment. Blaze Your Light and Love before us and 
prepare the way that we may always walk in the Path of 
Light. Guard and protect us; guide and direct us; and give us 
the Illumination of the truth that will set us free! Let us 
manifest and BE Your Divine Love in action at all times, 
and sustain it through us to bless all the life we contact. 
We thank You. 

Dearly Beloved Ascended Host of Light, all the As 
cended Masters, Cosmic Beings, Seraphim, Cherubim and 
Angelic Host; the Elemental Kingdom and the Great White 
Brotherhood - and especially Ascended Master El Morya, 
Archangel Michael and Your Legions of Blue Flame, the 
Elohim Hercules and Amazon, and ALL Who serve on the First 
Ray; we send You our Love, and call to You to come and be with 
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us at this class, and charge us with Your Love, Faith in God, 
Protection, and whatever You see we need for use in our 
Service to the Light. We thank You! 

3. LESSONS (Use Pages 2 to 21) 

4. EXTINGUISH CANDLES (Use Closing Candle Service): 

BLESSED FLAMES, EXPRESSIONS OF THE LIGHT 
ESSENCE OF THE SUPREME SOURCE 'I AM', we thank You for 
Your obedient service to the children of Earth. Clothed in 
the gratitude from our hearts, return thou now to the 
Heart-Center of Creation, to be again called forth at the 
Invocation of mankind to expand the borders of The 
Father's Kingdom, throughout Infinity! 

We realize the Oneness of all Life, and in humility 
we bow before the Light of the Cosmos as we all serve as 
Pulsations of light in the Body of The Supreme Source 
"I AM"! 

5, BENEDICTION 

Sealed in the Love, Faith, Strength, Power, and Protec 
tion of El Marya, Archangel Michael, and Mighty Hercules 
and Holy Amazon, we thank the Great Ascended Hosts of 
Light, the Angelic and Elemental Kingdoms, for Your out 
pouring of Light and Love. We thank You for Healing, 
Supply, Wisdom, Protection, Perfection, and Your countless 
Blessings of every kind. Hold them sustained in, through and 
around us, and pour them through us to bless all the life we 
contact. 

May the Benediction and Blessing of the Most High 
Living God, and the Peace which does surpass the under 
standing of the human mind be with you, each one. May the 
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God of Mercy, protect and guide you on your Spiritual Path 
toward Enlightenment and Freedom. 

Archangel Michael; Archangel Uriel and Your An 
gels of Protection, Ministration and Ceremonial, we love, 
bless and thank You for Your service to us. Take up our 
humble efforts and amplify them with Your Mighty Love. 
Take them North and South, East and West, and cover our 
dear planet Earth with Love and Light, with Peace, Illumina 
tion, Healing, Freedom, Victory, and the WILL OF GOD made 
manifest through every electron belonging to this planet 
and its evolutions in any way. THIS SHALL BE for I have 
spoken as God's Most Holy Name - "I AM"! 



THE FOURTEEN PRIMARY LESSONS 

BOOK No, 1 

BOOK No. 2 
BOOK No. 3 
BOOK No. 4 
BOOK No. 5 
BOOK No. 6 
BOOK No. 7 
BOOK No. 8 
BOOK No. 9 
BOOK No. 10 
BOOK No. 11 

BOOK No. 12 
BOOK No. 13 
BOOK No. 14 

The Three Questions 
WHENCE did I come ? 

WHY am I here? 
WHITHER am I going? 

The Violet Flame 
There is no Death 
The Blue Ray of Power 
The Golden Ray of Wisdom 
The Magnetic Pink Ray 
The Immaculate Concept 
The Green Ray of Truth 
The Ray of Peace 
Saint Germain and the Era of Freedom 
MAN - His Relation to the Angels and 
Elementals 
Sanat Kumara - the Saviour of our Earth 
The Goal of Life - the Ascension 
The Power of the Silence 

Complete list of Publications and Price List will be 
sent on request. Please write to: 

THE BRIDGE TO SPIRITUAL FREEDOM, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 333 

Kings Park, N.Y. 11754 
U.S. A. 


